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TECHNICAL SESSIONS 

.- 

A complete list of all the papers presented at this meeting~is given in 
Annex 2. In the technical sessions six new topics were introduced and 
six topics were carried over from previous meetings. Following a" 
established practice, for each topic a committee member was assigned to 
prepare a draft summary and these summaries were reviewed before the 
ilose of the meeting. 

1. New Topics 

1.1~ Monte Carlo Whole Core Models 

Rapporteur: J.R. Askew 
Papers A-639 to A-641 

The number of contributions to this sess,ion reflected the widespread 
interest in applying Monte Carlo methods to the analysis of experiments 
and of at&ding their use to calculate power reactor behaviour. 

Three contributions related to t,he use of the VIM code with point energy 
data from ENDF/B-IV. Paper A-639 frti Japan reported preliminary 
results of a comparison with experiment and with deterministic 
calculations for two cores from FCA. The first, which had a 
conventional blanket, showed good agreement but for the second, with a 
steel/sodium reflector, the calculations differed by 2.3% in reactivity. 
This was attributed to the problem of treating the iron data in few 
grO"pS. The experiment lay between the two calculations. paper A-644 
from the USA reported calculations on ZPPR and ZEBRA cores additional to 
cases reported zt the 1983 Meeting. The discrepancy between Monte Carlo 
and deterministic methods (a bias of 0.2 - 0.5% in reactivity) remained, 
but some additional calculations using nodal transport theory in place 
of a diffusion model for the whole reactor suggested that this would 
shift the deterministic results closer to the Monte Carlo ones, and thus 
that the leakage calculation was the most likely source of the 
discrepancy. Paper A-645, also from the USA, reports the radial 
distribution comparisons for core ZPPR-11B based on 500,000 neutron 
histories which gave a standard deviation of 1% for the axially 
integrated flux. Improved comparisons with experiment compared to 
diffusion theory methods is reported, especially in the treatment of 
threshold fission in the internal blanket. 

PaperG from the UK described applications of the group version of the 
MONK code (MONK-SW) using 69-group WIMS data. Paper A-640 described its 
use 06 a benchmark regular light water lattice of 3% enrichment. The 
tote and the surrounding support structure were modelled in detail. 
Taken in conjunction with other experiments this suggested that the 
WINS-81 library might be about 300 pcm high in reactivity. Paper A-642 
dealt with,modelling commissioning experiments on a full-scale 
gas-cooled reactor of 368 channels, including representation of sources, 
instrUmetits, etc. Emphasis was placed upon the use of colour graphi,s 
facilities to the check the geometric input to the code, and to the need 
for care in the coding to edit low probability events and the 
accum"latio" of large scores. Paper A-641 demonstrated the feasibility 
of making similar calculations for fast reactor cores. 
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Paper A-643 reported “se of the TRIPOLI code with 45,000 point data from 
the UKNDL. Resonances are represented explicitly below 5 keV. Emphasis 
was on the capability to deal with complex spectrum effects, especially 
in evaluating control plate worth. Computing times tended to be higher 
due to the long neutron lifetime in heavy water. 

Attention was drawn to two applications listed in the report on reactor 
physics activities in the Federal Republic of Germany. start-up 
calculations for the second core of KNK-II were made using the’.MOCA code 
with 26-group data. Criticality, power distribution and absorber worth 
were predicted. Similar methods had been applied to the analysis of the 
BIZET experiment BZD/2 which included subcritical control rod worth 
experiments with natural B4C absorbers. 

Two papers dealt with aspects of technique. A-646 extended earlier 
discussions of treating perturbations. The first technique uses 
differential operator sampling based on a second order Taylor series, 
whilst the second uses correlated tracking with double biassing which 
permits the treatment of more extreme changes such as voiding and rod 
movement. The problem of unbounded variance on voiding is treated by 
the introduction of a fictitious delta-function scatterer. Paper A-647 
dealt with the use of a spatially discrete Greens function as a means of 
accelerating convergence of the fission source distribution by the 
equivalent of a factor of 2 in neutrons tracked. In discussion the 
importance of modelling the correct subcritical state of an experimental 
system rather than relating it to a critical state was emphasized. 

There was a general discussion of the role of Monte Carlo methods. It 
was agreed that they were in many applications the preferred method. 
This was the case for systems having high leakage, complicated 
gearnO tries, rapid spectrum changes or long streaming paths. There was 
also an established application as reference solutions to validate the 
approximations used in deterministic methods. The extent to which such 
calculations might supplant established methods in other applications 
was less clear, and would in any case depend upon the further 
development and application of existing techniques to treat differential 
effects, burnup, etc. 

A- 
t 

It was agreed that the topic was ‘of widespread interest, and should be 
retained on the agenda for next year. 

1.2 Physics Problems of Tight Pitch Lattices 

Rapporteur: P. Wydler 
Papers L-272 and A-635 to A-638 

-. 

Paper A-635 summarizes the current French position concerning the 
recycling of plutonium in the Light Water High Converter Reactor 
(LWHCR) . A three year programme has been approved to study the 
feasibility of the LWHCR concept from the pain’ of view of the 
neutronics and thermohydraulics. In the ERASMF experiment at the 
reactor EOLE integral parameters such as the multiplication factor, the 
moderator voidage effect, etc., will be measured in a large test zone, 
and the effects due to the isotopic composition of the plutonium will be 
investigated. An experiment using a smaller test zone in the reactor 
MELUSINE is designed to provide additional information on capture rates 
which govern the buildup and depletion of the important nuclides during 
a reactor cycle. 
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I" the discussion, it was confirmed that the EOLE test zone is 
sufficiently large to allow accurate buckling measurements to be 
performed. Dr. Golinelli reiterated that, currently, the French 
programme primarily concentrates on studying the technical aspects of 
the LWHCR concept. 

Paper L-272 describes two different LWHCR concepts which were developed 
in the FRG in the framework of a collaboration between KFK and 
Kraftwerk Union (KWU). The homogeneous concept uses m?xed-oxide fuel 
with a 7.5 to 8% fissile plutonium enrichment. In the heterogeneous 
concept; a 15% fissile plutonium central seed zon@ is surrounded by a 5% 
fissile pltitonium blanket zone. Detailed neutronic and thermohydraulic 
analyses~ confirmed the technical feasability of the concepts. 

In discussion, Dr. Kuesters drew attention to the tight-lattice 
measurements currently being performed in a rodded test zone of the 
SNEAK-12F cnre using polystyrene as a moderator. A preliminary analysis 
gave relatively good agreement between measured and predicted integral 
quantities, provided that Am-241 in the fuel and impurities in the 
structural material are accounted for (cf. Activities Report of the 
FRG). 

Results of further investigations carried out in the Phase I programme 
of the PROTEUS-LWHCR experiments in Switzerland are presented in paper 
A-636. Reaction rate ratios are reported for an 8% (average) 
fissile plutonium lattice. As for the earlier reported 6% (average) 
fissile plutonium lattice (cf. NEACRP-A-584), three moderator states 
(H20, Dowtherm and air) were investigated. Effects bf plutonium 
enrichment on the k, void coefficient and its components in terms of 
individual reaction rate ratios are analyzed, and C/E values are given 
for two independent cell calculations based on WIMS-D and EPRI-CPM. 

Paper A-637 d&scribes a" analysis of the 6% fissile plutonium 
PROTEUS-LWHCR experiments using the JAERI standard code system SRAC and 
two different multigroup 1ibrarieS based on JENDL-2 and ENDFJB-IV. 
C/E values for reaction rate ratios and multiplication factors based on 
two different fuel homogenization methods are reported. Compared with 
WI?lS-D and EPRI-CPV, SRAC gives similar and in some cases better 
C/E ratios. For a" appropriate modelling of the PROTEUS lattice a" 
ultr&fi"e group multiregion cell calculation (as performed by the PEACO 
routine of SP.AC) is found to be necessary. 

The final paper, A-638, presents results of a validation of the CASMO 
code hgainst the PROTEUS-LWHCR lattice experiments. The C/E values for 
the multiplication factor and the standard reaction rate ratios are 
found to be good for the normal (""voided) cnre especially when a 
multigroup library based on the UKAEA compilation is used. For the 
voided cnre there is a" considerable overestimate of k,. However, in 
this paper the main emphasis is on a strategy study for the Swedish 
raclear system c&prisi"g 9 BWRs and 3 PWRs. After the initial phase up 
to 2010 (i.e. the average lifetime of the current nuclear units) the 
PWRs are assumed to have close-packed cores in which plutonium from the 
earlie? and continuing operation of the BWRs is recycled. The "et 
savings in natural uranium and separative work consumption relative to 
ihe cas& of plutonium recycle in the normal PwRs are 18.4% and 18.62, 
respectively, assuming a total electricity production of 1,000 Tlih. 

;; .: ., 
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I” the discussion concerning the interpretation of the PROTEUS 
experiments, Dr. Rief speculated that for very low moderator-to-fuel 
volume ratios the usual assumption of isotopic scattering in the 
moderator may not be appropriate. Regarding the performance of data 
libraries under LWHCR spectrum conditions, Dr. Askew reminded the 
Committee of the work which had been done for the steam cooled fast 
reactor. Finally, it is worth mentioning ‘chat at JAERI the possibility 
of using the FCA and TCA facilities for tight pitch lattice experiments 
is being studied. I” co”clusio”, the chairman encouraged the Committee 
members to contribute to a systematic analysis of the already..existing 
data from the PROTEUS experiments. 

1.3 Physics Elodelling of Research Reactors 

Rapporteur: J.M. Stevenson 
Papers A-648 to A-653 

The six papers on this topic covered a variety of subjects. In the 
first (A-648, UK), the development of a reactivity interaction model for 
the worths of the absorber plates with their significant interactions in 
the NESTOR source reactor was described. It was a first-order 
two-dimensional expression involving the worths of the individual plates 
and interaction coefficients between each pair. These coefficients also 
apply to the partial insertion of the control plates for which a fourth 
order polynomial is found to be suitable. By a series of rod drops from 
critical using different plate combinations and from different balance 
positions of the two control plates, together with compensating critical 
balances on the control plates, a good fit to all the parameters in the 
lnteractio” model was produced. The predicted worths for the rod-drops 
using the model were then found to agree very well with experiment. A” 
interaction model of this type should have applications for other 
reac toi-*. 

Paper A-649 (France) discussed the GOLEM system of codes which has been 
developed to calculate the “eutronic parameters of the experimental 
facilifies at Cadarxhe. The facilities, PHEBUS, CABRI and SCARABEE are 
used, respectively, to analyse LOCA in PWR, to realize power transients 
in fast breeeder fuel pins, and to study the behaviour of fast breeder 
fuel subassemblies during accidents. They have the common 
characteristics of small water-cooled drive” cores, large 
heterogeneities and complex geometries. There are several items of 
interest in the GOLEM scheme. Careful choice of the “umber of condensed 
groups and the spatial discretisation is made by a spatial and energy 
analysis of important physical phenomena. (Previous work carried out at 
Wurenlingen was mentioned). The whole-core calculations use 
transport-theory methods in 1D or 2D and a pseudo-synthesis method is 
used for the 3D power distributions. In the worst case (fuel pins “ear 
control rods), the discrepancy between calculation and experiment is 5%. 
For perturbations involving boundary movements, new meshes are generated 
for the adjoint flux calculation for the perturbed array, and the real 
fluxes are interpolated to the new meshes so that the worths can be 
calculated by standard methods. 

0 

0 
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Two papers were con&rned with the introduction of low enrichment 
uranium (under 20% U-235) into research reactors. It was noted that the 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission ate proposing that all research 
reactors licensed by them, (with the possible exception of those where 
the ‘fuel lasts for the plant lifetime), should be converted to low 
enrichment uranium. Paper A-650 (USA) described the proposed-. 
development of higher uranium densities (e.g. 5 g/cc uranium in 
U3Si2-Al and 7 g/cc uranium in U3Si-Al) compared with present 
densities for high enrichment fuel of 0.4 to 1.7 g/cc. A slow 
replacement of the fuel in the Oak Ridge Research Reactor will be made 
to give a complete cnre of low enriched U3Si-Al in 1985. A whole cnre 
demonstratidn has already been carried nut with low enrichment fuel but 
with a density of only 1.7 g/cc in the Ford Nuclear Reactor and results 
have cdnfirmed the validity of the calculations, methods and data 
related tn performance and safety. Paper A-652 (Japan) discussed the 
introduction of 45% enriched uranium in place of 93% in the Kyoto 
University Critical Assembly, in ati assembly representing the cnre of 
the Kyoto University High Flux Reactor. This represented the first 
stage in a movement tn low enrichment fuel. It was found that 2D 
calculations with applied axial bucklings showed similar C/E ratios .for 
the k-value foi the medium and tHe high enrichment fuels and performed 
adequately for the prediction of the worths of boron burnable poison and 
fuel plates in the medium enrichment core. 

Two papers considered the improvement of designs for research reactors 
which act as experimental facilities for studying neutron scattering, 
isotope production and materials irradiation. ,In A-651 (USA), the 
progress on the design of the High Flux Isotope Reactor II wasp 
described. By changing the ~~0 Coolant and the be!yllium reflector of 
the present HFIR tn D20 and’ with an’ e,ffort tn flatten the power 
density by using a variible fuel loading and burnable posions, it is 
possible &i increase the average power density sig~nificantly while 
keeping the peak power density fairly constant. Thus the peak thermal 
flux in then reflector at the beginning of life, has increased by a 
factor ~of 3 compared with ,HFIR (to 4 x 1015 n.cmV2.s-‘) and the peak 
fast flux by a factor of 2 (to 2.6 x 10~5 n.cm-2.s-1). The reactor would 
operate at 200 MW and the core lifetime would be 16 full power days. 
A-653, (Japan) described the neutronics calcuIations for the upgrading of 
the Japan Research Reactor 3 from 10 MW tn 20 NW. The MT! fuel elements 
will a’lso have their uranium enrichment reduced to 20%. The moderator 
is H2o and then reflect,or D2o. The reactor will have a 28 day cycle 
length and a 5 batch loading. The maximum uranium burnup will be 542, 
and the thermal ,neutron flux peak in the heavy water reflector will be 
2.0 x 1014 n.cm-2.s-l. 

1.4 Physics,Modelling of Fusion Blankets 

Rapporteur: Ti Asaoka 
Papers A-654 tn A-658 

The paper, A-654, from the USA deals with an assessment of the nuclear 
data base for shielding and blanket calculations of INTOR. Concerning 
the nu~clear data and radiation transport codes, a significant 
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technological base is already available essentially through RSIC at 
ORh'L. HOWeVer, a quantitative assesment of INTOR "ear-term nuclear 
data needs reveals problem areas associated with ENDF/B data. Required 
new research and development programs include; nuclear response function 
evaluations for the analyses based on ENDF/B-V, radiation damage data 
for magnet materials, shield experiments and analytical studies of 
radiation streaming, activation cross section measurements and 
evaluations, shield benchmark analyses for comparing nuclear design 
calculations, and automated variance reduction techniques for Monte- 
Carlo analyses. 

Paper, A-655, from the CEC presents the main results of the neutronics 
analysis of the INTOR/NET design performed at JRC-ISPRA, in connection 
with the use of a liquid breeder material (eutectic Lil7Pb83 with 30% 
enriched Li-6). As for the optimization of the TBR (Tritium Breeding 
Ratio) of the reactor, the calculated data emphasize the dramatic effect 
of the presence of structural and coolant material. There must be as 
little as possible to obtain a satisfactory value for the TBR. 
Concerning the radiation shielding, the inboard shield is required to 
provide an attenuation of a factor of lo5 for' fast neutrons in a 
restricted space to protect the superconducting magnets, in addition to 
the outboard shield permitting a maintenance operator to gain access to 
the reactor hall within a reasonably short time after reactor shutdown. 
Neutronics calculations have shown that the torus bulk shield of INTOR 
meets these requirements. A few hours after shutdown, the Nn-56 
activity becomes negligible and the dose rate outside the outboard 
shield stays nearly constant (a few mremlhr) fpr months. 

The Japanese paper, A-656, presents integral measurements for a Li20 
61 cm thick slab assembly with a diameter of 63 cm carried out at FNS to 
provide benchmark data for checking data and methods for fusion 
neutronics. Yeasured items were tritium production rates (TPRs) of Li-6 
and Li-7, fission rates of U-235, U-238, Np-237 and Th-232, reaction 
rates of Al-27 (",a), Ni-58 (n,Zn), In-115 (n,"') and In-115 (n,Y ), 
and in-system neutron spectre. Xeasured values were analysed by 3 
transport codes, BERMUDA-2DN, MORSE-DD and DOT-3.5, using nuclear data 
files JENDL-3PRl and ENDFIB-IV. With the JENDL-3PRl file, the 
calculations predict T,PRs of both Li-6 and Li-7 very well. For 
threshold reactions, there exist disagreements between the calculated 
results and between measurement and calculation. Further investigations 
are necessary to make clear these discrepancies. 

Papers A-657 and A-658 from Japan discuss neutronics experiments 
performed at OKTAVIAN. A-658 deals with the TBR measurements with an 
accuracy of 6% for natural Li slabs (30 cm in thickness and 60 x 60 
cm2 I" transverse dimension) with and without the graphite reflector. 
The measured TPR distributions and TBRs were analysed with the 1D SN 
code NITRAN and 3D Monte-Carlo code NIMOS, using ENDFIB-IV and 
JENDL-3PRl libraries. The measured TBRs are smaller by about 25% than 
the calculated values with ENDF/B-IV data but they are close to the 
values attained with JENDL-3PRl data. A sensitivity analysis was 
applied for important neutron reactions to explain these differences. 
In addition, a direct measurement was performed of the Li-7 (n, n'u)T 
cross section around 14 MeV. The measured results have show" 
consistency with the sensitivity analyses and support the JENDL-3PRl 
calculations. 

, 

a 
. 
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paper A-657 presents the measurements of neutron spectra leaking out of 
40 cm and 120.~~0 diameter Li spheres by using a T-O-F technique and at 
some radial:$ositio"s in a 120 cm sphere by using miniature NE-213 
spectrometers. The analysis was performed with the NITRAN code using 
ENDFIB-IV and JENDL-3PR1 libraries. The calculated leakage spectra are 
overestimated in comparison with the measured results except for the 
elastic peak, due to inadequacies of the (","'a), (n.2") and (",p") 
cross sections of Li and their secondary neutron data. On the other 
hand, the calculated in-system spectra agree with the calculated results 
within a 'factor of 2 except for the low energy region below 4 MeV. A 
clearer interpretation of the discrepancies is left to the future. 

In connection with this topic, activities of KFK in the FRG were 
presented. By concentrating their activity on the exploration of 
various blanket concepts, studies were performed of both liquid and 
solid ceramic breeder blankets, together with the neutron multipliers Pb 
and Be. In addition, a short presentation was made of the activity of 
EIR in Switzerland for developing physics methods for fusion and 
fusion-fission blanket calculations, and of the LOTUS blanket 
experiments carried out at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, 
LaUSa""e. Furthermore, ECN in the Netherlands has developed 
nuclear-model codes for predict+ double differential cross sections was 
a contribution to the European Fusion Technology Program. It was also 
reported that a group has just been formed in Frascatti, Italy, to study 
shielding and blanket aspects of fusion reactors. 

The Committee considered that as the activity in this field is growing 
so rapidly that it is worthwhile to discuss this topic at the next 
meeting. 

1.5 Calculation of Structural Reactivity Feedback Effects such as Bowing 
during the Normal Operation of Reactors 

Rapporteur: K. Shirakata 
Papers A-659 and A-660 

Paper A-659 from Japan discusses the column bowing and the resulting 
reactivity increase in a" HTGR cbmposed of hexagonal graphite fuel 
elements. Deformation of the columns due to the non-uniform temperature 
distribution was calculated and the distribution of jaws in-each column 
obtained. The maximum fuel temperature, which occurs due to the 
increase in by-pass cooling, changes depending upon the mode of jaws. 
The reactivity increase due to the core deformation was calculated with 
the WIMS-E code, to obtain a three-group cross-section library, and a 
two-dimensional diffusion code. The result has been found, however, to 
be appreciably lower than the transport theory value due to an 
inaccurate treatment of neutron streaming. 

Peper A-660 from Japan presents the analysis of bowing behaviour of 
subassemblies in "JOYO". The power coefficients for the Mk-I and Mk-II 
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cores were analysed by neutronic, gamma-heating, thermal hydraulic and 
3-D structural calculations. Consideration of the bowing effect 
Improved the prediction of the power dependence of the power 
coefficients. Further investigations will consider the heat generation 
in the reflector, the threshold moment for leaning and the sti.ffness of 
the inner reflector. 

A few countries suggested that experience from power reactor be 
presected next year, and so this topic will be retained for the next 
meeting. 

1.6 Double 

Rapporteur: D.C. Wade 
Papers A-661 to A-664 

Four papers were presented on the subject of double heterogeneity, which 
refers to the effect of subassembly wrapper or ductwall on the unit cell 
homogenizarion process for fast reactor lattices. 

Paper, A-661, from the UK reportid on studies using MURAL (and PIJ) of 
the double heterogeneity effect on the Doppler coefficient in the SEFOR 
and CDF reactors, and on the CDF sodium-void effect. For SEFOR, which 
had la.rge pins and a highly heterogeneous unit cell including steel pins 
and a central steel or Be0 pin, it was found that the effect of the pin 
heterogeneity dominated the wrapper effect and that one dimensional 
treatments were sufficient, making the use of PIJ unneccessary. 
Alternatively, for the CDF Doppler calculation, the wrapper and pin 
heterogeneity effects were of similar size, but again were adequately 
treated by one-dimensional representations of the pin and wrapper. In 
the case of !ia voiding in CDF, the pin and wrapper effects were of 

l 

similar size and treatable in one dimension. 

Paper A-664, from France presents a simple model to treat the wrapper 
l 

effect in the IMSURCA critical assembly and in power reactor 
calculations. The simple method has the same character as that used in 
the UK work. The simple method was tested for slab geometry, where a 
rigorous result can be obtained relatively easily, and was found to be 
adequate. Then the simple method was used to calculate the wrapper 
effect on SUPER PHENIX critical mass and c8 reaction rate, and the 
USURCA critical mass and sodium-void worth non-leakage components. The 
wrapper effect was shown to be of roughly the same size as the pin 
heterogeneity effect, and definitely necessary for a correct predictibn. 
For SUPER PHENIX, the simplified method produced 0.6% and 1.0% 
corrections on the diffusion coefficient for flooded and sodium-voided 
cells, respectively. The resulting impact on the leakage component of 
the sodium-void worth is highly important. The conclusion reached was 
that the wrapper effect is important but can be adequately handled by 
the simplified method. 

paper A-663, from the. USSR discusses measurements and calculations of 
the BN-600 low enrichment zone which addressed (a) differences in 
heterogeneity between the critical mockup unit cell and the BN-600 unit 
cell (low heterogeneity), and (b) effects at core/blanket interfaces 
(high heterogeneity). The critical facility was constructed such that a 
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Paper A-662, from the USA briefly summarizes several approaches to 
treat two dimensional collision probability which are under, development 
ate ANL.~ Those include; putting the method of Nakagawa and Inoue into 
iC?-II, the use of Monte Carlo model problems to generate data which 
can be fitted with a rational approximation for subsequent "se in 
MC2-II, efforts to speed up the solution of the collision probability 

0 matrix equation when they are non-triagonal, and a computationally 
efficient.m&hod,to produce approximate 2D collision probabilities for 
the ZPPR critical plate and mini-pin calandria unit cells. Only the 
last of these has been developed to a'point of,testing and 
implementation. The pseudo 2D probabilities are generated by combining 

. 1D collision probabilities generated in two directions. While this 
method~is specific to the ZPPR cells,~it has been shown to be highly 
aCc"rat& and~'eo require only~ %'of the computer time required for the 
calculation of 2D collision probabilities by standard methods making it 
suitable for routine "se. 

central zone 

9 

assemblies. 
of the facility could be loaded with actual BN-600 fuel 
As regards low heterogeneity, the C/E's for f9/f5 and -. c8ff5 varied little between the'mockup and the reactor. The 

f8/f9 C/E;however, experienced a change of 2.5% between the two 
cases and the sodium-void (E-C)/E changed from -7.8% for the real fuel 
assembly to -23.4% for the mockup. was regards high heterogeneity, it 
was found to'be quite difficult to correctly calculate the c8/f5 
ratio existing in 7 cm radius central blanket inserts'embedded et the 
centres of the'critical assembly. TX interface effects are currently 
under~,investigation using transport theory. 

, 

A consensus regarding the double heterogeneity effect was reached by the 
Committee. It was concluded that the existing simplified methods are 
capable' of adequately handling the effect for all powei- reactor 
applications; and for most critical facility applications. 

2. Topics Carried Over from Previous Meeting 

2.1 Intercomparison of Reaction Rate Measurements in Fast Reactors 

Rapporteur: M. '+lvatores 
Papers A-665 and A-666 

Paper A-665 from the USSR was mainly concerned with measurements related 
to the evaluatibn of the absorption cross sections of the major fission 
product isotopes for fasts reactors. Measurements were performed in the 
fat critical assembly BFS-45. Both activation and reactivity 
(bscillation) tieasurements have been performed. The results obtained so 
far indicate discrepancies for some isotopes and, in general, that the 
resulting overall neutron absorption due to the isotopes which have been 
considered so far has been measured to be about 6% lower than the 
calculated one. 

The second paper, A-666, from France gives the state of preparation of 
the internatitinal intercomparison of reaction rate measurement 
techniques (the IRMA experiment) to be performed on MASURCA et 
Cadarache. Eight laboratories will take part in the exercise (ANL, 
Winfrith, MOL; KfK,~CEA-Cadarache). The experiment will take place in 
November 1984. Results will be available by Spring 1985, and the ~final 
conclusionS Will be drawn by the fall 1985. 
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2.2 Three Dimensional Transient Models 

Rapporteur: K. Shirakata 
Paper A-667 

Paper A-667 from JAPAN is almost the same as that presented at.,the A?iS 
Topical Meeting on Reactor Physics and Shielding, Chicago, September 
1984. 

The paper described the validation of the newly developed 
three dimensional (hexagonal-Z) reactor kinetics code, IBIS. Transient 
behaviour of a” LMFBR was analysed both by IBIS and by the two 
dimensional FXZ-TH code. The two calculations agreed well for the 
transient due to a central control rod withdrawal. 

IBIS was also applied to a study of the neutronic behaviour with thermal 
hydraulic feedback of 1000 MWe LHFBRs. The three dimensional transient 
behaviour of homogeneous, radially heterogenebus and axially 
heterogeneous cores were calculated and compared. 

This topic will be dropped next y,ear, but if activities come up they 
will be presented and discussed in the national activity papers. 

2.3 Advanced Fuel Cycles 

Rapporteur: P.M. Garvey 
Papers A-668 to A-670 and L-272, L-274 and L-275 

Paper A-668 from France described several experiments already in 
progress to determine the neutronics characteristic of Gd203 as a 
burnable poison in the fuel of a PWR assembly. one set of zero power 
experiments is to measure the flux (power) distribution is an assembly 
with various configurations of Cd203 rods while the other is to 
measure the reactivity worth of such rods by the oscillation technique. 
I” these experiments, the Gd203 has a range of concentration and 
grain size. In a further experiment the depletion characteristics of 
Gd203 is being measured at several stages during irradiation. 

Paper L-274 from Canada evaluated the characteristics of fuel cycles in 
which uranium discharged from a” LWR is recycled in either a” LWR or a 
CANDU, the main parameter assessed being the uranium util%zati.on. The 
CANDU reactor due to its softer spectrum is less sensitive to the U-236, 
a resonance ebsorber, present in irradiated fuel. The sensitivities for 
the two reactor types were calculated. In the final Section the 
comparative fuel cycle economics of utilizing either LWR spent uranium 
or natural uranium in a CANDU for a” assumed set of groundrules were 
assessed. 

l 

0 
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Paper L-275 from Germany, described KWU/ALKEM experience with plutonium 
recycling in LWRs. This paper updates information that was presented 
last year. Attention was also drawn to the FRG Activities Report 
(L-273) in which a possible strategy for the second recycling of uranium 
was identified. In this strategy, uranium from the initial cycle is 
mainly re-enriched while uranium from the first recycle has plutonium 
added to it for the following cycle. 

In the discussion, it was questioned as to whether current reprocessing 
plants could practically allow the uranium from different cycles tb be 
kept separate. Other FRG work in this area is discussed in Section 1.2, 
Physics Problems~ of Tight Pitch Lattices. 

Paper A-669 from Japan described a detailed study of the effect of both 
U-232 and U-236 on uranium recycling in a BWR. A knowledge of the U-232 
concentration is important as it impacts upon personnel exposure during 

0 
fuel fabrication, enrichment, etc. Three production paths can be 
identified, two of which are dominant and equally important. The 
absolute level is affected by the uncertainties in several 
cross sectio,ns and by the delay times inherent in the fuel cycle. For 
U-236, a’~ parametric equation has been established that allows the 
incremental U-235’enrichment to be calculated as a function of U-236 
concentration. 

In the fine1 paper A-670, also from Japan, experiments to determine the 
characteristics of thorium fuelled graphite lattices were described. 
The purpose of these experiments‘was to provide data against which 
thorium nuclear data could be validated. Similar experiments with 
natural uranium were also undertaken such that a direct comparison of 
thorium and uranium data could be made that was relatively insensitive 
to the calculational method. Differing heterogeneous (bunching) 
arrangements of fuel rere’investigated. The results of these 
experiments were described together with their comparison with 
calcillstion. Ko significant discrepancies were identified but small 
effects still h&e to be explained. 

a 2.4 Prediction of Pin Rating 

Rapporteur: c. Golinelli 

Papers ~-671 to A-673 

The first psper, ~-671, was presented by Japan. It described an 
experiment and calculational methods to analyse the effects of control 
rods’ inheavy-water moderated reactors. Control rod w&th and changes 
in power distribution due to movement of control rods have been measured 
to confirm the characteristics of load following using control rods in a 
heavy water moderated, light water cooled; pressure-type reactor. 

92130075 
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A series of critical experiments was performed in the Deuterium Critical 
Assembly. PuO2-UO2 fuel. clusters were arranged in the central part 
of the core while the surrounding part was loading with 1.2% enrichment 
i'02 fuel clusters. Control rod worths and axial power distributions 
in a plutonium fuel cluster adjacent to a control rod were measured. 
The calculations were based on WIMS-D and CITATION. The control rod 
worths and the axial power distributions for the fuel core were 
calculated in 3D diffusion theory with CITATION. The experimenial error 
in the results for the reactivity worths was estimated to be +4%. The 
calculated results agree with the experimental results within-l%. For 
the axial power distribution, the same error was estimated (+4%). The 
calculated power is in good agreement with the experimental one (4%). 

The second paper, A-672, from Japan described a critical experiment 
devoted to the gadolinium effect in LWRs. The paper presented the 
experimental results of reactivity and power distribution obtained 
through the critical experiments in the NAIG Critical Assembly. Poison 
rods whose Gd203 contents ranged from 0.1 to 8.0 wt% were introduced 
in the light water moderated assembly. The calculations were made 
"sing the TGBLA and diffusion codes. The microscopic cross section 
library was ENDFIB-V. The k-effective factors and the flux 
distributions were obtained with a conventional diffusion code "sing 
three energy groups. The calculations predicted the experimental 
results with good accuracy (< 2%). 

The last paper, A-673, was presented.by Denmark. The Superposition 
Method is being developed at the RISO National Laboratory to calculate 
the local pin power. A first version of this method was presented at 
the 26th Meeting. The method has been modified in a way which makes it 
possible to calculate discontinuity factors along the node faces for 
each set of base-solutions. On applying these discontinuity factors, a 
better correspondence is obtained between the parameters used in 
defining the coupling between the global 3-D coarse-mesh solution and 
the local pin power prediction. Two different problems were defined; a 

one in which large flux gradients exist across the asemblies, and 
another in which the flux distribution is rather smooth. With the new 
version of the superposition method, using heterogeneous global 
inter-assembly flux values and the heterogeneous average nodal powers, 
the discrepancy with a benchmark method is considerably reduced. 

In the resulting discussion, it was suggested that an experimental 
validation of this method would be beneficial. 

2.5 Fine Structure of Neutron and Gamma Energy Deposition During Operation 

Rapporteur: P. Hemmig 
Papers A-674 and A-675 

Paper A-674 presented an interesting comparison or gamma ray measurement 
techniques by ENEA, DeBeNe, CEA, and UK LaboratorIes. This study was 
carried out in a heterogeneous core assembly of the Mt\SURCA critical 
facility using thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD) and ion chambers. 

Measurements of the TLDs and ion chambers agreed well except in the 
fissile regions of the core. The disagreement was attributed in part to 
an inadequate treatment of channel effects. CEA and UK calculations 
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agreed in shape but underpredicted the measurements by approximately 10 
and 20X, respectively. The calculated differences were attributed 
primarly to differences in the gamma production data bases used by CEA 
and UK. Because the differences were larger than expected, the 
Committee expressed the hope that further vork night be done in this 
area to clarify the experimental corrections and improve the basic gamma 
production data. 

, 
Paper A-b75 from the USA presented results of neutron and gamma ray 
calculations for the General Atomic High Temperature~Gas Cooled Reactor. 
A major c”“cern ‘was excessive thermal neutron flux streaming through the 
coolant holes in the bottom reflector and support blocks. Experiments 
were initiated at the ORNL Tower Shield Facility to determine the proper 
streaming factors. The other neutron and gamma ray doses of interest 
were found to be well within design requirements. 

2.6 Studies of Burnup of FBR Cores including Integral Data on Actinides and 
Spatial Distributions 

Part 1: Reaction Rate Spatial Distributions 

Rapporteur: J .M. Stevenson 
Papers A-678, A-679, A-681 and A&687 

a 
. 

There were four papers concerned with the comparison of calculated and 
experimental reaction-rate distributions for assemblies in zero power 
facilities. Paper A-b78 (France) showed radial C/E’s for Pu-239 fission 
in the heterogeneous assembly RACINE lB, which had two internal breeder 
zones. Whereas KFKINR data gave a C/E wame 6% higher towards the edge 
of the core than at the centre, there “as little variation for CARNAVAL 
IV. The same sets were used to predict the radial variation of the 
Pu-239 fission rate in a large LMFBR, and gave a similar difference of 
7% in the relative rates at the c”re edge and core centre. A 
preliminary analysis indicates about 2% contributions from the lower 
U-238 capture cross sections, the higher radial diffusion coefficient 
and the 30% lower absorption cross section for stainless steel in 
CARNAVAL IV. 

Paper A-679 (USSR) discussed the comparison of calculated and 
experimental radial distributions of the total fission rate through 
assembly BFS-46, which had a similar breeder arrangement to RACINE 1B. 
The BNAB-78 data set was used, and the total fission rates were 
underpredicted in the internal breeder zones, relative to the fissile 
zones, and showed a trend of increasing C/E with radius. Both effects 
were~ reduced when plutonium was introduced into the breeder zones. 

Paper A-681 (USA) confirmed that the traditional radial trends of C/E 
for fission in Pu-239 and U-235 “sing ENDFIB-IV data and 3D diffusion 
theory to analyse ZPPR assemblies were also found in ZPPR-13, the large 
multi-ring heterogeneous core. Thus calculation overpredicted the 
reaction rates at the edge of the core by about 5% compared with the 
fissile zone near the centre. 

Paper A-68’/ (UK) summarized the comparison of calculated and 
experimental reaction rate disributions in the BIZET assemblies built in 
ZEBRA. The problems associated with asymmetries from such causes as the 
unit cell design, temperature differences and control-rods uere noted. 
The overall conclusion was that simple diffusion theory calculations 
with FGLS data predict to 1 to 2% reaction-rate distributions throughout 
the fissile zones of both conventional and heterogeneous core designs, 
and their responses to asymmetric perturbations such as different 
control rod absorber configurations. 

92130017 
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More sophisticated methods are required for accurate predictions of 
reaction rates in breeder zones. 

The contradictions between the accuracy of the various predictions of 
radial reaction rates were very apparent. MOlPXWer, the trend seen in 
the deterministic method of analysis of ZPPR assemblies had been only 
partly eliminated by Monte Carlo calculations using VIM and was, 
therefore, not totally associated with the method of calculation but 
also was partly the fault of basic data. It was pertinent that the data 
sets, CARNAVAL IV and FGLS, which had been adjusted, particularly in 
reducing U-238 capture, gave the good predictions. It will be’ 
interesting to see how the JEF and ENDFIB-V data sets perform in 
calculating these distributions. 

Part II: Integral Data for FBR Burnup Analysis 

Rapporteur: H. Kuesters 
Papers A-677, A-680, and A-682 to A-686 

Seven papers were presented to this subsession, two of them dealing with 
sensitivity studies and data adjustments to improve the prediction 
capability of neutronic properties in burnup calculations (A-682 and 
A-683, both from Japan). A generalized perturbation theory is used to 
evaluate sensitivity coefficients. Paper A-682 makes use of covariance 
matrices of nuclear data. In paper A-683 a slightly different method 
has been developed in deriving the sensitivity coefficients by a 
bilinear weighting procedure. This method was checked with direct 
subtraction calculations. A-682 shows as an example that, in using 
adjusted cross sections from ZPPR-9. experiments, the uncertainty of 30% 
in reactivity loss due to burnup, obta’ined with the reference data set, 
might be reduced to +18%. - 

0 

A benchmark for neutronic and burnup analysis of a large heterogeneous 
fast reactor is specified in A-677 (USA). This benchmark has been 
analysed already in the US and the results from various codes have been 
published (DOE/NBM-4014795). The fuel cycle performance parameters were 

0 

found to be most sensitjve to changes in the mesh specification; coarse 
mesh bias factors were significantly different for the mesh-centre and 
the mesh-edge flux solutions. The use of an eight energy group 
structure was most adequate for the large heterogeneous system. 

In papers A-680 and A-686 (Japan), the experimental burnup data from the 
test reactor JOY0 m-1 are analysed; JENDL-2B data were used. In A-686, 
surprisingly good results were obtained for k-effective, control rod 
worth and for most of the relative isotopic compositions of the uranium 
and plutonium isotopes of the irradiated fuel. The Pu/(U+Pu) C/E value 
of 0.586 could not be fully understood in the discussion and should be 
re-investigated. 

In the discussion it was brought up, that the experimental results also 
should be reanalysed because of a relatively large spread and that 
different methods were used. It was reported that additional analysis 
for further cycles will be done by other groups. 

In A-680 adjusted cross sections (obtained from critical assemblies and 
from JOYO) were also used for U-235, U-238 and Pu-239. The authors 
conclude that a decrease in the capture cross section of Pu-239 is 
required. It was felt that the differences might even increase if 
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~~-240 was included in the adjustment. In general, both papers do not 
show a consistant picture of the JOY0 MK-I burnup analysis. 

The analysis of integral measurements in FCA of central reaction rates 

> (A-684, Japan) show a relatively ‘good agreement (within 10%) for 
reaction rate ratios of the minor actinide isotopes such as Np-237, 
Pu-238, Pu-242, Am+241, Am-243 and Cm-244. This result is similar to 
those found earlier in other laboratories. In the discussion. the . 
findings from the recent IAEA meeting on transactinide nuclear data were 
briefly mentioned: the difference between integral (e.g. resonance 
integrals) and differential measurements amounts to about 20% for 
neutron capture in Am-243 and should be resolved. The discrepancy in 
the (n,2n), cross section for Np-237 (essential for Pu-236 buildup) was 
partially resolved recently by new measurements from the USSR. Again, 

,a 
the Am-243 neutron capture uncertainty is confirmed by results in other 
laboratories. 

l 

The French contribution, A-685, presents the MASURCA program BALZAC to 
reduce the uncertainty in the prediction of the burnup reactivity loss 
i>er cycle, directed towards SUPER PHENIX 2. A series of subcritical 
measurements with different neutron spectra and Pu-240 contents (8%. 18% 
and 45%) will be performed in 1985. Use will be made of the results of 
the Petten measurements for the fission products and of the PROFIL 
experiments in PHENIX, the latter providing confidence in the prediction 
of the time variation of the isotopic composition in the nuclide 
concentrations. 

The BALZAC experiments essentially try to improve the accuracy of’ 
prediction of ‘the heavy element components in the total reactivity loss 
per cycle. In the discussion it was mentioned that the expected 
improvement of 0.2% in k corresponds to three absorber rods in 
SI!PER PHENIX 2, and that a cost-benefit analysis would justify these 
experiments. 
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3. National Programmes 

Reports on the reactor physics activities in the NEA member countries 
were summarized and discussed. The USSR also reported on their FBR 
reactor physics activities during the period 1982-84. The full reports 
will be included in a consolidated report (L-273) to be issued by the 
KEA Secretariat. 

4. Benchmarks 

4.1 Noise Analysis Benchmark 

Progress in the three (PWR, BWR and FBR) benchmark problems was 
reported at the SMORN-IV meeting and the results have been generally 
satisfactory. As an outcome of this benchmark exercise, three 
recommendations to the NEACRP have been formed: to define a benchmark 
on anomaly detection and diagnostics (this would involve the 
identification of noise recordings containing real anomalies that can 
be disseminated); for the NEADB to assist in the exchange of computer 
codes, archive current benchmark data, and maintain a noise data base, 
including reactor signatures; and, to set up a task force to produce a 
state-of-the-art report on reacfor noise analysis. 

The committee was encouraged by the reaction of SMORN-IV to this work 
and several actions (see Action 6, Annex 4) were placed to allow these 
recommendations to proceed. 

4.2 Intercomparison of Cell Heterogeneity.Effects in Pin and Plate 
Geometries 

Further progress, as reported by Stevenson, since the 1983 Specialists' 
meeting has been limited. The discrepancy between calculation and 
experiment in the difference in the reactivity worth of pins and plates 
still remains unresolved. No response has been received to a request 
to analyse further experiments that could assist in resolving this 
discrepancy. 

Paper A-688, presented by Wade, reports that a consistent difference in 
the reactivity worth of pins and plates occurs using improved 
deterministic methods and that Monte Carlo results are in agreement 
with those from deterministic methods. There is still, however, a bias 
in the ANL analysis of ZEBRA experiments. 

It was agreed to terminate this benchmark exercise and to replace it by 
one covering local heterogenesus effects due to geometry. 
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4.3 Benchmark on Interactive Effects of Gadolinium Poisoned Pins in BWRs 

The fi”al.report (L-271) on this benchmark was presented by Wydler. 
This exercise has been completed and although relatively large 
differences occur in certain parameters, these could perhaps be 
explained by the use of different data bases. 

The Committee thanked the various contrlbuters for this very useful 
study. 

4.4 Reactivity Scale and Central Worth Benchmark 
* 

Paper A-689, identifying the status of this benchmark, was presented by 
Wade. As no comments had been received to a suggkstion for a 
simplified benchmark, as discussed at the 26th NEACRP meeting, it was 
agreed that this matter should be held over to the next meeting. 

4.5 Radiation Shi,elding Bench&&k 

Two papers identifying progress in this area were summarized by Askew. 

The report (A-632) of the Specialists ’ Meeting, held in Sac~lay in 
September 1984, states that there is a wealth of high quality 
measurements that can be analysefl and that~further benchmark data will 
be forthcoming. It is planned to analyse those experiments using JEF-1 
data and it is possible that a further Specialists’ Meeting be held in 
September 1985 to discuss the results (see Action 12, Annex 4). 

The second’paper (A-629) discussed the use of benchmark experiments for 
the Validation and refinement of data libraries. It was noted that 
evaluators should take account of such analyses in reviewing the 
quality of differential data. 

4.6 PWR U-236 Bqnchmatk 

The preliminary report (A-690) on this activity was presented by 
Golinelli. In general, good agreement has occurred among.the several 
contributions, although not all have been received. Further 
information (see Action 7, Annex 4) was requested to allow the effects 
of U-234 and U&236 to be separated. Diffferences in some results 
(Pu-238) would be due to not it11 possible formation routes being 
included. 

4.7 CSNT, Benchmarks 
. 

The status of current and proposed benchmarks (see also Section A 5) 
was presented to the Comcmittee as CSNI iS now asking that these 
activities be undertaken by the NEACRP. 
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1"formation on the criticality benchmarks was presented by Whitesides. 
The final report (CSNI-78) has bee" issued on the comparison of 
criticality codes for large arrays of packages of fissile materials. 
I" the conclusions of this report, it is recommended that sufficient 
margin be allowed to cover the lack of experimental information for 
large arrays when quoting the system reactivity. 

It was suggested that this exercise be extended to larger array sizes 
(to cover the two shipment situation) and that experimental idformation 
is required for these large arrays. 

Whitesides also proposed that there be a further benchmark exercise 
covering fuel dissolution, and damaged fuel both in a reactor and in a 
transport package. This was accepted by the Committee and a" action 
(Action 8, Annex 4) was placed on the Secretariat to initiate such a" 
exercise. 

Chitwood also identified possible benchmark exercises concerning heat 
transfer and shielding for spent fuel shipping flasks. Possible heat 
transfer benchmarks (A-676) were tabled. The Committee agreed that 
benchmark exercises in these two areas could be valuable and asked that 
lead people be identifed to further pursue this aspect (see Actions 2~5 
of Annex 4). 

e 

5. General 

5.1 Highlights of Recent Meetings of Interest to NEACRP 

ANS Topical Meeting on Reactor Physics and Shielding, September 1984, 
Chicago, USA. 

This meeting covered a wide range of topics (A-692) among them the 
application of nodal methods to LWR neutronics calculations (see 
paper L-279). The next meeting, Reactor Physics and Safety, will 
be held 17-19 September 1986 at Saratoga, USA. 

0 

Specialists' Meeting on Shielding Benchmarks, September 1984, Paris, 
France. 

This meeting was reviewed under item 4.5 (see also Action 12, 
Annex 4). 

Specialists' Meeting on Reactor Noise - SMORN-IV, October 1984, Dijo", 
France. 

This very successful meeting, co-sponsored with the CSNI and 
organized jointly by CEA and EdF with the collaboration of the 
IAEA, was attended by 180 participants from 20 countries. Some 100 
papers were presented, 
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the main topics covered~ being: mechanic.al and thermohydraulic 
surveillance; internal vibration. and loose parts monitoting; flow 
measurements land boiling detection; and, methods and systems 
development. A large part of, the meeting was devoted~ to 
operational experience and safety related aspects. 

The'NEACRP can further assist in the development and application 
of this technique by assisting in the physical interpretation of 
noise signals. This and other potent&l rotas for NE.AACRP heave 
previously been discussed is Section 4.1 (see also Action 6 of 
Annex 4). 

Specialists' Meeting on In-core Instrumentati+, Oct~o@er 1983, @aldan, 
Norway .~ 

l 
A report (A-624) on this meeting was tabled by flartine&ll, The 
Committee felt that is would ba valuable to maintain the momentum 
generated by this meeting and so several actions (Actions 9 and 
10, Annex 4) were placed. 

Specialists' Meeting ofi Nefhods for Treating Unresolved Resonance Regions in 
Neutronics Calculations, January 1984, OECD, Paris, France. 

A summary of this meeting (A-691) was tabled and further progress 
was reviewed by Fort. The purpose of the meefing was to compare 
methods for calculating resonance sh&e&ding effects in the 
unresolved resonance region and fo recommend methods to be used 
for processing data in ENDF/B-V format files. A further meeting 
is to be held in Paris in Decetibey. 1984 to discus+ results 
generated since the first Specialists' meeting. 

Further diScussion can take place at the XucJear Data Meeting. 
Santa Fe, May 1985. (See also Actton 11, Annex 4) 

5.2 Future Meetings of Ifiteeest to NEACRP 

a IAEA Technical Committee meeting on Advanced Light aad Heavy Water 
Reactors, Vienna, Austria, November, 1984. 

1 APS Nuclear Data Meeting, Santa Fe, USA, May 1985. 

:, 

1:. 
.- ;, 
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ANNEX 1 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

Delegates 

For Canada' 

For Japan 

For the USA 

For the countries of 
the European communities 
and the European 
Conmission acting 
together. 

For the other European 
countries of the OECD 

Nuclear Energy Agency 

Observers (all sessions) 

Mr. P.M. Garvey 

Dr. T. Asaoka 
Dr. K. Shirakata 

Dr. P.B. Hemmig 
Dr. D.C. Wade 

Dr. M. Rief 
Dr. M. Salvatores 
Dr. C. Golinelli 
Dr. H. Kuesters 
Dr. R. Martinelli 
Dr. M. Bustraan 
Dr. J.R. Askew 
Mr. J.M. Stevenson 

Dr. R. Caro 
Mr. K. Jirlw 
Dr. P. Wydler 

Mr. J. Rosen 
Dr. L.G. de Viedma 
Dr. P. Nagel 

Dr. E. Fort 
Dr. V. Efimenko 
Dr. A. Abramov 
Dr. Yu. Kazansky 
Mr. R.B. Chitwood 
Mr. G.E. Whitesides 

Scientific Secretary 

(substituting for 
Dr. L.G. LeSage) 

(CEC) 
(France), Chairman 
(France) 
(F.R. of Germany) 
(Italy) 
(Netherlands) 
(United Kingdom) 
(United Kingdom) 

(Spain) 
(Sweden) 
(Switzerland) 

secretariat 

(NEANDC) 
(IAEA Secretariat) 
(IAEA) 
(IAEA) 
(USA) 
(USA) 

Apologies for absence were received from Dr. McCullock (Australia) and 
Drs. Bartine and L&age (USA). Following an established rotation Mr. .Jirlow 
(Sweden) also represented Denmark, Finland and Norway. The delegates for 
Spain and Switzerland also represented Portugal and Austria, respectively. 
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ANNEX 2 

NEACRP DOCUMENTS,PRESENTED AT THE 27th MEETING 

"L" Documents 

L-270 

L-271 

L-272 

0 
L-273 

~-274 

0 L-275 

L-276 

L-277 

L-278 

L-279 

L-280 

C. Palmiotti 
NEACRP LM'FBR 
Burn-up. 

and M. Salvatores 
Benchmark Calculation Intercomparison~for~fuel 

C. Maeder an~d P. Wydler 
International Comparison Calculations for a BWR Lattice with 
Adjacent Gadolinium Pins. 

B. Kuczera 
The Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor (APWR) - A Complementary 
System to the Closed Pusl Cycle. 

Reactor Physics Acfivities in NEA Member~Countries 

Australia, 
Awfria 
Belgium 
Canada 
Denmark 
Finl.and 
France 
F.R. of Germany 
Italy 

Japan 
USSR 
Netherlands 
NO~Sday 
Spain 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
United Kingdom 
United States of America 
JRC-Ispra 

J.S. Slater and J. Griffiths 
Physics and Economic Aspects of the Recycle of LWR Uranium in LWR 
and CANDU 

H. Roepenack, F. Schlemmer and G. Schlosser 
KWU/ALKEM - Experience in Thermal Pu-Recycli 

F. Kappler,, R.H. Curtis and J.M. Stevenson 
Analysis. of Small-Zone Sqdium-Void Experiments Performed in a 
Heterogeneous Fast Reactor Core. 

F. Kappler and M. Martini 
Analysis of Sodium-Void Experiments Performed in Large 
Heterageneous Cores. 

H.W. Wiase 
Neutron Source and Spectra from (Y,n) - Reactions and Spontaneous 
Fission in Spent Fuel and Vitrified High Active Waste. 

M,R. Wagner and B. Mueller 
The Nodal Discrete Ordinates Method and its Application to LWR 
Latrice Problems. 

N. Kuesters 
Testing of Evaluated,Transactinium Isotope Neutron Data and 
Remaining Data Requirements. 
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"A" Documents 

A-629 

Al-629 

A-630 

A-631 

A-632 

A-633 

A-634 

A-635 

A-636 

A-637 

A-b38 

A-639 

A-630 

A-641 

A-642 

A-643 

A.K. McCracken and J. Butler 
The use of Benchmark Experiments for the Validation and Refinement 
of Data Libraries. 

J. Butler, M.D. Carter, A.K. McCracken and A. Packwood 
Results and Calculational Model of the Winfrith Iron Benchmark 
Experiment. 

M.D. Carter, P.C. Miller and A. Packwood 
The ASPIS Graphite Benchmark Experiment. 
Part 1 Experimental Data and Preliminary Calculations 

Sumarv Record of 24th Meetin 
Mura, Jqan, 12th-16th March 

of NEANDC held in Tokei- 
?sec. 

J. Butler 
The NEA Specialists Meeting on Shielding Benchmarks; Saclay lo/11 
Septeaber 1984. 

NEA Data Bank Activity Report, October 1984. 

CSSI Activity Report, Octoder 1984. 
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